
HUIZHOU JIEXIN ELECTRONICS 
CO.,LTD. 

Huizhou Jiexin Electronics Co.,Ltd  is a LED lighting supplier and 
exporter in China, we can supply you T5/T8 tube lights, LED G4&G9, 
panel lights and hanging lights, and looking forward to cooperating 
with every possible partner.

www.jeesinled.com     E-mail: janetliu@hzjiexin.com.cn



LED HANGING LIGHT

         
Model No.

  
Power

           
Lumen

          
Size

              
Input     

Voltage

         
Material 

    
Beam 
Angle

        
LEDs

       
CRI

  
Warranty

                
JX-T2012C

      
30W

               
2200-2400Lm

 
1200×200
×60mm

                    
AC 175-245V

50/60Hz

   
Aluminum+S
urface paint

        
120°

150pcs 
SMD 2835

   
≧70Ra

                 
2 years

               
JX-T3012C

      
40W

               
2800-3000Lm

 
1200×300
×60mm

                    
AC 175-245V

50/60Hz

  
Aluminum+S
urface paint

       
120°

      
200pcs 

SMD 2835

   
≧70Ra

                 
2 years

                





FEATURES:
1, Acrylic Shade

Using high quality acrylic 
shade, translucent strong, 
crafted, prominent fashion and 
art.

2, Paint Ceiling Plate

After high temperature 
baking process, corrosion 
resistance, easy to scratch, 
more durable.



FEATURES:
3, LED Driver

All of drivers of 
conventional products are 
work by constant current 
stability, and PF≥0.92

4, Fittings

Metal cap, 
Screws, Iron wire 
etc.



APPLICATIONS:

LED hanging lights are mainly suitable for offices, large office buildings, factory workshop, large 
stores, clothing stores, brand stores, cafes, museums and other commercial lighting, which can 
wire installation, can be arbitrarily stitching, ceiling installation, simple and convenient, high light 
efficiency, no dark, simple and elegant.



INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1, Hanging Type:

1, The plastic particles fixed in the ceiling, the ceiling plate with screws fixed to the         
    ceiling, the wire through the ceiling fixed nut.
2, Connect the suspension wire to the fixture and tighten the screw.
3, Voltage connection with 220V.



INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
2, Ceiling Type

1, The plastic is fixed on the ceiling, the screw into the rubber                   
    fixed, the nut and the ceiling leave 2mm space;
2, Connect with 220V;
3, Align the nut at the jack and move it around to fix the light fixture.
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